
AOS (AGENCY OPTIC SYSTEM) PLATES & INSTALLATION

The 1911 DS  is an optics ready pistol meaning it is configured to accept a variety of red dot sighting 
systems. This is accomplished with interchangeable optics plates specific to individual red dot sights. 
Refer to our website for specific sight fitments.

Before performing any sight plate installation completely unload the pistol.

Use of the incorrect screws or improper installation could result in bodily injury.

WARNING

WARNING

1. Unload pistol and verify its safe condition. Remove the slide assembly and set the frame assembly 
 aside. Do not attempt to change/remove plates with the pistol assembled.

2. Using the provided T10 six point key remove the two 6-48 screws attaching the “fixed sight plate” 
 to the slide (Figure 1).

3. Lift the front of the plate to remove (Figure 2).

4. Choose the correct plate for your sight. (Plates are available for most popular sights directly from 
 SA). Verify the sight screws do not protrude from the bottom of the plate. If they do, shorten the 
 screws or replace them with ones of the correct length. Using screws that are too long will not 
 anchor the sight properly and may damage the plate. Remove the sight from the plate. Tilt the rear 
 of the plate downward at a 30 degree angle and engage the plate with the rear of the plate recess 
 feature of the slide (Figure 3).
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5. Rotate the front of the plate downward onto the plate recess of the slide. 

 NOTE: Never force the plate downward, when properly aligned the plate will “drop” into 
  place without any force.

6. Install the two provided 6-48 screws with the T-10 key, meet but do not exceed 25 in-lb of 
 torque. If you choose to use additional thread locking compound, use sparingly and ON 
 SCREWS ONLY. Using too much thread locker can foul mechanism.

7. Install the red dot sight to the plate using the manufacturers recommendations/directions.

8. Reinstall the slide assembly to the frame. 

Installation is now complete.


